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KH2PO4 (KDP) is a well known ferro-
electric (F) crystal which performs a phase
transition at 123K. Whether the proton is
tunneling or not in the paraelectric (P)
phase has been controversial for a long
time. Moreover, the zero temperature struc-
ture in which all degrees of freedom are
frozen was not reported previously. Last
year we refined the crystal structures down
to 15 K, by using neutron scattering.[1]
However, the detailed measurement lacked
just around the transition temperature (Tc).
Here we report full results, especially the
temperature dependence of the Debye-
Waller factor (U) through Tc.

A single crystal of KDP was set in
a cryostat mounted on a diffractometer
(FONDER) installed at JRR3M reactor in
JARERI, Tokai. Diffraction data up to
2theta<156 (neutron wave length 1.2452A)
were collected at two and three tempera-
tures in phases P and F, respectively. Ab-
sorption and extinction correction was per-
formed by using RADIEL. Atomic parame-
ters were refined by least-squared calcula-
tions.

Figure 1 shows atomic displacements in
the F phase. The PO4 tetrahedron deforms
abruptly at Tc with accompanying a rel-
ative displacement of K to induce dipole
moments. In the P phase, only proton takes
a mean structure (split atom). With decreas-
ing temperature, all the thermal parame-
ters U’s decrease monotonically, with a tiny
change at Tc, as shown in figure 2.

The extrapolated values of U to T=0
demonstrate the zero-point vibration of nu-
clei (ground state wave function). It should
be noted that the wave function of proton
in the P phase is well described by super-
posing two ground state wave functions
with a separation of 0.3A. Since the pro-
ton density is almost single peak, proton
is considered to tunnel between two wells

frequently. Below Tc each proton links one
of two oxygen atoms to deform the PO4
tetrahedron. Comparing the magnitude of
U with the atomic displacement below Tc,
we can conclude that PO4 and K are not
disordered units in the P phase.
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Fig. 1. Atomic displacement along the c-axis of KDP.
Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of Debye-Waller
factor along the a-axis of KDP. The unit cell is re-
ferred to the P phase. The previous results after Ref.
[2] are shown by broken lines.
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